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An Elliptic Curve-Based Scalable Data Aggregation
Scheme for Smart Grid

Yuwen Chen , José-Fernán Martínez-Ortega , Pedro Castillejo , and Lourdes López

Abstract—In a smart grid, a smart meter reports its real-time
electricity consumption data to utility supplier periodically, the
utility supplier adjusts its supplement accordingly. However,
real-time electricity consumption data may reveal the inhabitants’
behaviors, thus smart grid data aggregation schemes are
introduced to protect user’s privacy, which enables the utility
supplier to get the total consumption data rather than a single
meter’s electricity consumption data. However, existing solutions
do not solve all the problems, some schemes are not scalable, once
the system is deployed, it is unable to add new meters to the system,
in some schemes, the electricity consumption data are encrypted
using the utility supplier’s public key, if the utility supplier
accidentally obtains the encrypted data, it is able to decrypt the
data. For these reasons, we designed a scalable elliptic-based
multidimensional data aggregation scheme for the smart grid,
an independent key is assigned to a meter, even if the utility
supplier is unable to decrypt a single meter’s encrypted electricity
consumption data. Besides, the proposed scheme is scalable, it is
easy to add or remove a meter from the system, and the proposed
scheme enables a meter to report multiple types of data at a time.

Index Terms—Data privacy, data security, elliptic curves,
scalability, smart grids.

I. INTRODUCTION

SMART meters for electricity and for gas have been largely
deployed in Europe [1], [2], which brings two-way commu-

nication between smart meters and utility supplier. Smart meters
report their real-time consumption data and other information
to the utility supplier. However, some advanced techniques have
shown the possibility for an adversary to get people’s private
information by analyzing the real-time electricity consumption
data [3]–[5]. As real-time electricity consumption data can leak
the owner’s personal behaviors, it is necessary to protect a
user’s real-time electricity consumption data, thus smart grid
data aggregation schemes are proposed, they enable the utility
supplier to get the total consumption data, however, the utility
supplier is unable to get a single smart meter’s consumption
data. In this way, the utility supplier can adjust its supplement
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dynamically according to the total consumption data, and users’
privacy is protected.

Even though existing schemes can prevent users’ real-time
electricity consumption data from being disclosed to the adver-
sary or the utility supplier. However, there are problems that
have not been solved. First, in some of these schemes, users’
real-time electricity consumption data are encrypted by the util-
ity supplier’s public key, if the aggregator and the utility supplier
collude, the aggregator sends a user’s encrypted electricity con-
sumption data to the utility supplier, the utility supplier can get a
user’s real-time electricity consumption data by decrypting this
data using its private key. Besides, as the encrypted electricity
consumption data are sent in a public channel, if the utility
supplier gets the data by eavesdropping, the utility supplier can
decrypt the encrypted electricity consumption data using his
private key.

Second, in some schemes, a trusted third party is introduced,
which generates a series of keys for smart meters to encrypt their
real-time electricity consumption data, thus the utility supplier
cannot get a single smart meter’s consumption data. However,
these schemes have a scalability problem. After the system is
deployed, it is impossible to add a new smart meter to the system,
or if some of the deployed smart meters are broken, the whole
system cannot work correctly.

Third, some schemes only enable meters to report one type of
data, in fact, data of smart grid are likely to be multidimensional
(time, electricity consumption purpose, and so on), if the utility
supplier wants to have an in-depth analysis of these data, he
needs as much data as he can.

For these reasons, we come up with an elliptic curve-based
scalable data aggregation scheme. The proposed scheme is
inspired by the study of Hao et al. [6], [7], their methods
were initially designed for the anonymous voting system. Our
contributions are mainly reflected in the following aspects.

1) Smart meters encrypt their electricity consumption data
using an independent key, the utility supplier is not able to
get a single meter’s consumption data, thus the proposed
scheme can withstand the collude attack or the eaves-
dropping attack. The security of the proposed scheme
is based on the computational hardness of the bilinear
computational Diffie–Hellman problem.

2) The proposed scheme is scalable, even if the system is
deployed, it is easy to add new meters to the system or to
remove meters out of the system dynamically, the system
works normally after the entities in the system conduct a
series of actions.

3) The proposed scheme enables meters to report multiple
types of data to the utility supplier, as a result, the
utility supplier can conduct an in-depth analysis of these
data. Besides, the proposed scheme is more efficient in
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computation cost and communication cost compared to
related works.

II. RELATED WORK

Lu et al. proposed a data aggregation scheme: EPPA [8],
which is based on the homomorphic Paillier cryptosystem [9],
a super-increasing sequence is used to enable a meter to report
multiple types of data to the utility supplier. Li et al. proposed
a similar scheme, their scheme enables the aggregations of
electricity consumption data of different ranges, which makes
it easy to meet the fine-grained demands [10]. The scheme of
Lu et al. enables the aggregations of electricity consumption
data of two ranges [11]. Lu et al. used the Chinese remainder
theory to ensure the reporting of multiple types of data [12].
Shen et al. used the Horner’s rule method to ensure a meter
to report multiple types of data [13]. The MuDA methods [14]
by Chen et al. enables meters to report multiple types of data,
and statistical analysis of these data is enabled. The scheme of
Ge et al.enables a utility supplier to learn the statistical of the
consumption data in a more efficient way [15].

Boudia et al. [16] proposed an elliptic curve-based secure
multidimensional aggregation scheme, the control center gen-
erates a series of public keys, meters using these public keys
to encrypt their consumption data. Fan et al. [17] proposed a
privacy-enhanced data aggregation scheme, a trusted third party
is introduced, this trusted third party will generate a series of
“blinding factors”: π0, π1, . . . , πn, π0 is sent to the aggregator,
andπn is sent to the corresponding smart meter, a meter encrypts
its consumption data using πn, the aggregator decrypts the total
consumption data using π0. A drawback of this scheme is that it
is not scalable, it is unable to add a new meter into the system or
remove a meter from the system. The scheme of He et al. has the
similar problem [18]. Wang [19] proposed an identity-based data
aggregation protocol, their protocol is based on an identity-based
encryption scheme and an identity-based signature scheme, as
these two schemes share the same private and public parameters,
the computation cost is reduced. However, in their scheme, the
private keys of all the entitites are generated by the system,
which means the system can decrypt the information which are
encrypted using these public keys, the information encrypted
using these public keys are transparent to the system, besides,
as a smart meter’s data are encrypted using the electricity ser-
vice provider’s public key, if the electricity service provider
accidently get a meter’s encrypted electricity consumption, it
is able to know the meter’s electricity consumption data. In the
scheme of Jia et al. [20], they permit a meter itself to randomly
divide its readings into m shares, and these shares are encrypted
using its private keys, only the aggregator with the right key
can recover the consumption data, however, their scheme will
fail to aggregate in present of malfunctioning meters. One of
the methods of Kursawe et al. [21] is similar to the proposed
scheme. However, in their scheme, for meters to report their
electricity consumption data, they have to negotiate a key with
the rest of the meters. It requires too much computation cost and
communication cost to generate the round specific key, which is
not worthy.

The “PDAFT” method of Chen et al. [22] is based on the
Paillier homomorphic cryptosystem, the system is able to solve
the meter failure problem to some extent, a trusted authority
is required to generate keys for meters to encrypt their con-
sumption data, these keys are stored at the trusted authority.
When some meters fail to work correctly, the trusted authority

Fig. 1. System model.

is required to provide dummy ciphertexts related to meters, as the
trusted authority knows the private keys of the meters, so it can
accomplish this task. In this way, their scheme works correctly
when some meters fail, however, their scheme does not solve the
privacy protection problem completely, as the trusted authority
knows the private keys of the meters. In the scheme of Ni et al.,
a trusted authority generates the private keys for meters, when
some meters fail, the utility supplier is able to recover the sum of
the rest of the smart meters [23], however, the meters do not have
private key privacy. In the work of Bao and Lu [24], a control
center stores all the public keys of the meters, thus if some meters
fail to work, the control center can still get the total electricity
consumption data, their solution does not solve the scalability
problem completely, as it is unable to add new smart meters into
the system. In their scheme, the electricity consumption data
are encrypted using the gateway’s public key and the control
center’s public key together, thus even if the control center get
the encrypted data, it is unable to decrypt the data. The scheme
of Shi et al. is a group-based aggregation scheme [25], their
scheme alleviates the meter failure problem to some extent, as
they just abandon the data from the group with broken meters,
there is an error in the final aggregation data.

The works of Erkin et al. [26] and Si et al. [27] provide
a good summary of the most popular methods to protect a
user’s privacy in the smart grid data aggregation scenario. Some
other approaches have been discussed, too, for example, dis-
tributed load scheduling method of Liu et al. [28], homomorphic
cryptosystem-based methods of García and Jacobs [29], Busom
et al. [30], and Ruj et al. [31], lattice-based homomorphic
method of Abdallah and Shen [32], [33], and the noise addition
method of Bohli et al. [34], He et al. [35], and Barbosa et al.
[36].

III. SYSTEM MODEL

The system in this article is a three-layer system as depicted
in Fig. 1. There are three types of entities in the system: smart
meters, aggregators, and utility supplier. Meters are divided into
groups, meters in one aggregation area form a group. A meter
retrieves its own electricity consumption data, encrypts it using
an independent key and sends this encrypted data to the ag-
gregator. When the aggregator collects the encrypted electricity
consumption data of all the meters, it adds them together and
sends the sum to the utility supplier. Utility supplier can retrieve
the total consumption data using its key. In this way, the utility
supplier will obtain the total electricity consumption data, but it
is unable to know the consumption data of an individual smart
meter.

In addition, the proposed scheme can be applied to two-layer
systems, in which meters report their consumption data to the
utility supplier directly.
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TABLE I
SYMBOLS USED IN THE PROPOSED SCHEME

IV. PROPOSED SCHEME

In this section, we introduce the proposed smart meter data
aggregation scheme, Table I lists the notions that will be used.

A. System Initialization

The utility supplier generates a multiplicative group G1, let
P be a random generator of G1, g be a random generator of
GT , e : G1 ×G1 → GT be a bilinear map pairing. Afterward,
it publishes the parameters to all entities in the system.

B. Registration Phase

Suppose the registration messages are sent in private and
secure channels, which means an adversary is unable to launch
attacks during the registration phase. The registration phase
mainly consists of the following steps.

Step 1: Utility supplier selects a randomdx ε Z+
n as its private

key, the corresponding public key is Rx = dx · P ,
utility supplier sends Rx to the aggregator.

Step 2: Meter Mi selects a random di ε Z
+
n as its private key,

the public key is set as Ri = di · P , Mi sends its
identity idi and public key Ri to the aggregator.

Step 3: Aggregator selects a random dj ε Z
+
n as its private

key, the public key isRj = dj · P . When the aggrega-
tor receives all meters’ public keys, it calculatesRci =

(
∑i−1

j=1 Rj −
∑n

j=i+1 Rj −Rx) for meter Mi, and
sends Rci to Mi, Mi computes Rsi = di ·Rci as its
key to encrypt the real-time electricity consumption
data.

Step 4: Aggregator calculatesRA =
∑n

i=1 Ri and sendsRA,
idj , and Rj to the utility supplier. Utility supplier’s
key to decrypt the total electricity consumption data
is Rsx = dx ·RA = dx ·∑n

i=1 Ri.
Note that, after registration, the entities can build shared keys

for two-way communication using the elliptic curve Diffie–
Hellman key exchange protocol.

C. Multiple Data Reporting

At the start of each reporting cycle, meter Mi gets the data
mi1, mi2, . . . ,mik, encrypts them using its key and generates
a signature on the encrypted data. The detailed process is de-
scribed as follows.

1) Meter Mi extracts its data mi1,mi2 . . .mik.
2) Meter Mi gets the current timestamp ti.
3) Meter Mi computes a key gi = e(H(ti), Rsi).
4) Meter Mi encrypts mi1, mi2, . . . ,mik as ci1 =

gi · gmi1 , ci2 = gi · gmi2 , . . . , cik = gi · gmik , and ci =
(ci1, ci2, . . . , cik).

5) Meter Mi generates a signature Si = di ·H(ci, idi, ti).
6) Meter Mi sends {ci, Si, ti, idi}to the aggregator.
When aggregator receives {ci, Si, ti, idi}, it first checks the

timestamp ti and the signature Si. Then, it adds all ci. Finally,
aggregator reports these data to the utility supplier.

1) Aggregator checks the timestamp ti.
2) Aggregator checks if e(Si, P ) = e(H(ci, idi, ti), Ri), if

this equation holds, it accepts the message, otherwise, it
abandons this message.

3) Aggregator computes cj1 =
∏n

i=1 ci1, cj2 =
∏n

i=1 ci2,
. . . , cjk =

∏n
i=1 cik and cj = (cj1, cj2, . . . , cjk).

4) Aggregator generates a signatureSj = dj ·H(cj , idj , ti).
5) Aggregator sends {cj , Sj , ti, idj} to the utility supplier.
After the utility supplier gets {cj , Sj , ti, idj}, it checks the

timestamp ti and the signature Sj to verify the validity of this
message. Afterward, it decrypts cj with its key.

1) Utility supplier checks the timestamp ti.
2) Utility supplier checks if e(Sj , P ) = e(H(cj , idj ,

ti), Rj), if the equation holds, it accepts the message.
3) Utility supplier computes gx = e(H(ti), Rsx) and Cu1 =

gx · cj1 = g
∑n

i=1 mi1 ,Cu2 = gx · cj2 = g
∑n

i=1 mik , . . . ,

Cuk = gx · cjk = g
∑n

i=1 mik .
4) Utility supplier uses the Pollard’s lambda method to get∑n

i=1 mik = logg Cuk.

D. Proof of the Correctness

First, we prove the equation e(Si, P ) = e(H(ci, idi, ti), Ri),
if the equation holds, the signature scheme used in this article is
correct

e (Si, P ) = e (di ·H (ci, idi, ti) , P )

= e (H (ci, idi, ti) , di · P )

= e (H (ci, idi, ti) , Ri) .

To make the verification process more efficient, an aggregator
can conduct a batch verification on the signatures, thus the
pairing operations can be reduced from 2n to (n + 1). ∂i ε Z+

n
are short length random numbers

e

(
n∑

i=1

S∂i
i , P

)

= e

(
n∑

i=1

(di ·H (ci, idi, ti))
∂i , P

)

=

n∏

i=1

e(di ·H (ci, idi, ti) , P )∂i

=

n∏

i=1

e(H (ci, idi, ti) , di · P )∂i

=
n∏

i=1

e
(
H (ci, idi, ti) , R

∂i
i

)
.
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TABLE II
EQUALITY OF THE EQUATION

Second, we prove
∑n

i=1(di ·
∑i−1

j=1 Rj − di ·
∑n

j=i+1 Rj) =
0, Table II illustrates the equality in a more intuitive way, suppose
n = 4

n∑

i=1

⎛

⎝di ·
i−1∑

j=1

Rj − di ·
n∑

j=i+1

Rj

⎞

⎠

=

n∑

i=1

⎛

⎝di ·
i−1∑

j=1

(dj · P )− di ·
n∑

j=i+1

(dj · P )

⎞

⎠

=

⎛

⎝
n∑

i=1

⎛

⎝di ·
i−1∑

j=1

dj − di ·
n∑

j=i+1

dj

⎞

⎠

⎞

⎠ · P

=

⎛

⎝
n∑

i=1

⎛

⎝di ·
∑

j<i

dj

⎞

⎠−
n∑

i=1

⎛

⎝di ·
∑

j>i

dj

⎞

⎠

⎞

⎠ · P = 0.

Third, we prove
∑n

i=1 Rsi = −∑n
i=1 (di · dx · P ) in the fol-

lowing way:

n∑

i=1

Rsi =

n∑

i=1

(di ·Rci)

=

n∑

i=1

⎛

⎝di ·
⎛

⎝
i−1∑

j=1

Rj −
n∑

j=i+1

Rj −Rx

⎞

⎠

⎞

⎠

=
n∑

i=1

⎛

⎝di ·
⎛

⎝
i−1∑

j=1

Rj −
n∑

j=i+1

Rj

⎞

⎠

⎞

⎠−
n∑

i=1

(di ·Rx)

= −
n∑

i=1

(di · dx · P ).

Then, we can prove dx ·RA +
∑n

i=1 Rsi = 0 easily

dx ·RA +

n∑

i=1

Rsi=dx ·
n∑

i=1

Ri −
n∑

i=1

(di · dx · P )

=
n∑

i=1

(dx · di · P )−
n∑

i=1

(di · dx · P ) = 0.

Until now, we can prove Cuk = g
∑n

i=1 mik

Cuk = gx ·
n∏

i=1

cik = e (H (ti) , Rsx) ·
n∏

i=1

(gi · gmik)

= e (H (ti) , dx ·RA) ·
n∏

i=1

gi ·
n∏

i=1

gmik

= e (H (ti) , dx ·RA) ·
n∏

i=1

e (H (ti) , Rsi) · g
∑n

i=1 mik

= e (H (ti) , dx ·RA) · e
(

H (ti) ,

n∑

i=1

Rsi

)

· g
∑n

i=1 mik

= e

(

H(ti), dx ·RA +

n∑

i=1

Rsi

)

· g
∑n

i=1 mik = g
∑n

i=1 mik .

E. Dynamic Leave

The proposed scheme supports dynamic leave, if m smart
meters Mr1,Mr2, . . . ,Mrk with public key Rr1, Rr2, . . . , Rrk

and private key dr1, dr2, . . . , drt have to be removed from the
system, the system still works correctly after the leaving of
these meters. Suppose

∑Rrk is the sum of Rr1, Rr2, . . . , Rrk,
and

∑Ri is the sum of the public keys of the meters remain-
ing in the system, then

∑
Ri =

∑n
i=1 Ri−

∑
Rrk. Follow-

ing steps must be conducted to ensure the system to work
correctly.

1) Aggregator computes R′
A = RA −∑Rrk and sends

R′
A to the utility supplier, utility supplier updates

RA = R′
A.

2) For a meter Mi remains in the system, aggregator
computes

∑
rk<i Rrk −∑rk>i Rrk and sends it to Mi,

Mi updates R′
ci = Rci − (

∑
rk<i Rrk −∑rk>i Rrk).∑

rk<i Rrk is the sum of the public keys of meter Mrk

whose subscript is smaller than the ith meter in the
original system,

∑
rk>i Rrk is the sum of the public keys

of meter Mrk whose subscript is larger than ith meter in
the original system.

Suppose
∑i−1

j=1 Rj −
∑n

j=i+1 Rj−(
∑

rk<i Rrk −∑rk>i

Rrk) = T , then we can get R′
ci = Rci − (

∑
rk<i Rrk−) =

∑i−1
j=1 Rj −

∑n
j=i+1 Rj−(

∑
rk<i Rrk −∑rk>i Rrk)−Rx

= T −Rx. The sum of di ·R′
ci of the meters remain

in the system is
∑

(di ·R′
ci) =

∑
(di · (T −Rx)) = di ·∑

T −∑(di ·Rx).
Suppose

∑
j<i Rj =

∑i−1
j=1 Rj−

∑
rk<i Rrk is the sum of

the public keys of the meters remaining in the system whose
subscripts are smaller than the ith meter in the original system,∑

j>i Rj =
∑n

j=i+1 Rj−
∑

rk>i Rrk is the sum of the public
keys of the meters remaining in the system whose subscripts are
larger than the ith meter in the original system

di ·
∑

T

= di ·
∑

⎛

⎝
i−1∑

j=1

Rj −
n∑

j=i+1

Rj−
(
∑

rk<i

Rrk−
∑

rk>i

Rrk

)⎞

⎠

= di ·
∑

⎛

⎝

⎛

⎝
i−1∑

j=1

Rj−
∑

rk<i

Rrk

⎞

⎠−
⎛

⎝
n∑

j=i+1

Rj−
∑

rk>i

Rrk

⎞

⎠

⎞

⎠

=
∑

⎛

⎝di ·
⎛

⎝
∑

j<i

Rj −
∑

j>i

Rj

⎞

⎠

⎞

⎠
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TABLE III
EQUALITY OF THE EQUATION OF DYNAMIC LEAVE

=
∑

⎛

⎝di ·
⎛

⎝
∑

j<i

dj −
∑

j>i

dj

⎞

⎠ · P
⎞

⎠

=

⎛

⎝
∑

⎛

⎝di ·
∑

j<i

dj

⎞

⎠−
∑

⎛

⎝di ·
∑

j>i

dj

⎞

⎠

⎞

⎠ · P.

As (
∑n

i=1(di ·
∑

j<i dj)−
∑n

i=1 (di ·
∑

j>i dj)) · P = 0,
we can get (

∑
(di ·

∑
j<i dj)−

∑
(di ·

∑
j>i dj)) · P = 0 =

∑
(di · T ). Then, we can get the following equation:

dx ·R′
A +

∑
(di ·R′

ci)

= dx ·
(

n∑

i=1

Ri−
∑

Rrk

)

+ di ·
∑

T −
∑

(di ·Rx)

= dx ·
∑

Ri −
∑

(di · dx · P ) + 0

= dx ·
∑

Ri − dx ·
∑

(di · P ) = 0.

As dx ·R′
A +

∑
(di ·R′

ci) = 0, the proposed scheme will
work correctly after Mr1,Mr2, . . . ,Mrk are removed from the
system. Table III illustrates the equality in a more intuitive way,
suppose there are four meters: M1, . . . ,M4, and M2,M3 are
removed from the system.

F. Dynamic Join

The proposed scheme supports dynamic join, if m smart
meters M1,M2, . . . ,Mk with public key R1, R2, . . . , Rk and
private key d1, d2, . . . , dkwant to join the system. The system
still works correctly after the joining of these meters. Following
steps must be conducted to ensure the system to work correctly.

1) Aggregator computes
∑m

k=1 Rk and sends
∑m

k=1 Rk to
meter Mi, Mi updates R′

ci = Rci −
∑m

k=1 Rk.
2) Aggregator computes R′

A = RA +
∑m

k=1 Rk, and sends
R′

A to the utility supplier, utility supplier updates RA =
R′

A.
3) For a new meter Mk, the aggregator calculates Rck =
∑n

i=1 Ri −Rx + (
∑k−1

j=1 Rj −
∑m

j=k+1 Rj).
Now, we are going to prove the system works correctly after

the join of these meters. Suppose
∑i−1

t=1 Rt −
∑n

t=i+1 Rt −∑m
k=1 Rk = T1, we get the following equation:

R′
ci = Rci −

m∑

k=1

Rk

=

i−1∑

t=1

Rt−
n∑

t=i+1

Rt −Rx −
m∑

k=1

Rk

=

i−1∑

t=1

Rt −
n∑

t=i+1

Rt−
m∑

k=1

Rk −Rx

= T1 −Rx.
∑n

i=1 (di ·R′
ci) can be transformed to be

n∑

i=1

(di ·R′
ci) =

n∑

i=1

(di · (T1 −Rx))

= di ·
n∑

i=1

T1−
n∑

i=1

(di · dx · P )

= di ·
n∑

i=1

T1 − dx

n∑

i=1

(di · P )

= di ·
n∑

i=1

T1 − dx·
n∑

i=1

Ri.

Suppose
∑n

i=1 Ri + (
∑k−1

j=1 Rj −
∑m

j=k+1 Rj) = T2, in a
similar way, we get Rck = T2 −Rx

Rck =
n∑

i=1

Ri −Rx+

⎛

⎝
k−1∑

j=1

Rj −
m∑

j=k+1

Rj

⎞

⎠

=

n∑

i=1

Ri −Rx+

⎛

⎝
k−1∑

j=1

Rj −
m∑

j=k+1

Rj

⎞

⎠

= T2 −Rx.
∑m

k=1 (dk ·Rck) can be transformed to be

m∑

k=1

(dk ·Rck) =

n∑

k=1

(dk · (T2 −Rx))

= dk ·
m∑

k=1

T2 − dx·
m∑

k=1

Rk.

As dx ·R′
A = dx ·∑n

i=1 Ri + dx·
∑m

k=1 Rk, we get the fol-
lowing equation:

n∑

i=1

(di ·R′
ci) +

m∑

k=1

(dk ·Rck)

= di ·
n∑

i=1

T1 − dx·
n∑

i=1

Ri + dk·
m∑

k=1

T2 − dk·
m∑

k=1

Rx

= di ·
n∑

i=1

T1 + dk·
m∑

k=1

T2 −
(

dx ·
n∑

i=1

Ri + dk·
m∑

k=1

Rx

)

= di ·
n∑

i=1

T1 + dk·
m∑

k=1

T2 − dx ·R′
A.

As
∑n

i=1 (di ·
∑i−1

j=1 Rj − di ·
∑n

j=i+1 Rj) = 0, we can get

di ·
n∑

i=1

T1 =

n∑

i=1

(

di ·
(

i−1∑

t=1

Rt −
n∑

t=i+1

Rt −
m∑

k=1

Rk

))
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=

n∑

i=1

(

di ·
(

i−1∑

t=1

Rt −
n∑

t=i+1

Rt

))

−
n∑

i=1

(

di ·
m∑

k=1

Rk

)

= −
n∑

i=1

(

di ·
m∑

k=1

Rk

)

.

Similarly, as
∑m

k=1 (dk · (∑k−1
j=1 Rk −∑m

j=i+1 Rk)) = 0,
we get dk ·∑m

k=1 T2 =
∑m

k=1 (dk ·∑n
i=1 Ri), then we get

di ·
n∑

i=1

T1 + dk ·
m∑

k=1

T2

= −
m∑

k=1

(

dk ·
n∑

i=1

Ri

)

+
n∑

i=1

(

di ·
m∑

k=1

Rk

)

= 0.

With these equations, we can prove the following equation:

dx ·R′
A +

n∑

i=1

(di ·R′
ci) +

m∑

k=1

(dk ·Rck)

= dx ·R′
A + di ·

n∑

i=1

T1 + dk ·
m∑

k=1

T2 − dx ·R′
A

= di ·
n∑

i=1

T1 + dk·
m∑

k=1

T2 = 0.

Now we have proved dx ·R′
A +

∑n
i=1 (di ·R′

ci) +
∑m

k=1
(dk ·Rck) = 0, which means the system still works correctly
after the joining of meters M1,M2, . . . ,Mk.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS

We will prove an adversary is unable to get a meter’s real-time
electricity consumption data if and only if the Bilinear Compu-
tational Diffie–Hellman (BCDH) problem is a computational
hardness. Suppose G1 is a cyclic additive group of prime order
q, P is a generator of G1. For any a, b, c ∈ Z+

n , given an in-
stance 〈aP, bP, cP 〉, it is computationally intractable to compute
e(P, P )abc.

Theorem 1: An adversary is unable to get a meter’s real-time
consumption data if and only if the BCDH problem is unable to
be solved in polynomial time.

Proof: (⇒) Suppose there is an adversary who is able to
solve the BCDH problem, given aP = Ri, bP = Rci, and cP =
H(ti), an adversary is able to get e(P, P )abc = e(H(ti), Rsi) =
gi, then he can get cik · g−1

i = gi · gmik · g−1
i = gmik , using

Pollard’s lambda method, the adversary is able to get a meter’s
real-time consumption data by: logg(ci · g−1

i ).
(⇐) Suppose the utility supplier is able to get a

meter’s real-time electricity consumption data mik.
Given cik = e(H(ti), Rsi) · gmik , an adversary is able
to get ci · (gmik)−1 = e(H(ti), Rsi) · gmik · (gmik)−1 =
e(H(ti), Rsi). For the BCDH problem, suppose aP = Ri,
bP = Rci, and cP = H(ti), given aP , bP , and cP , an
adversary is able to compute e(P, P )abc = e(H(ti), Rsi) in
polynomial time. This means the adversary is able to solve the
BCDH problem.

Theorem 2: An external adversary is unable to get total elec-
tricity consumption data if and only if the BCDH problem is
unable to be solved in polynomial time.

TABLE IV
PARAMETERS OF THE CURVE

TABLE V
COMPUTATION TIME OF DIFFERENT OPERATIONS

Proof: (⇒) Suppose there is an adversary who is able to
solve the BCDH problem, given aP = Rx, bP =

∑n
i=1 Ri,

and cP = H(ti), an adversary is able to get e(P, P )abc =
e(H(ti), dx ·∑n

i=1 Ri) = gx, then he can get: gx · cjk =

g
∑n

i=1 mik . Using the Pollard’s lambda method, the adversary
is able to get the total consumption data: logg(g

∑n
i=1 mik).

(⇐) Suppose the utility supplier is able to get the total
consumption data

∑n
i=1 mik. Given cjk =

∏n
i=1 cik, an adver-

sary is able to get cjk · (g
∑n

i=1 mik)−1 = e(H(ti), Rsx). For
the BCDH problem, suppose aP = Rx, bP =

∑n
i=1 Ri and

cP = H(ti), given aP , bP , and cP , an adversary is able to
compute e(P, P )abc = e(H(ti), Rsx) in polynomial time. This
means the adversary is able to solve the BCDH problem.

VI. COMPARISON

We used the Java Pairing-Based Cryptography Library [37],
Type A pairings are constructed on the curve y2 = x3 + x over
the field Fq for some prime q = 3mod 4. Both G1, GT are the
group of points E(Fq), #E(Fq) = (q + 1), and #E(Fq2) =
(q + 1)2, the embedding degree k = 2,GT is a subgroup ofFq2 .
We chose a 256-bitZ+

n , the order is 224 bit, as the recommended
elliptic curve length is 256 bit for 2016-2030 by NIST and for
2018 - 2028 by ECRYPT [38]. SHA-256 is used in this article.
Table IV lists the parameters of the selected curve, and Table V
lists the computation time of different operations. Note that
we did not take into account the computation time of Pollard’s
lambda method in G1 or GT , however, this does not affect the
results.

1) Gbp bilinear map pairing.
2) GTexp element exponentiation in GT .
3) GTmul element multiplication in GT .
4) Gmul element multiplication in G1.
5) Gmuls element multiplication in G1 with a integer less

than 60 bit.
6) Gadd element addition in G1.
7) HG hash to an element of G1.
8) Hb hash to a big integer.
The experiment was conducted on a computer with 64-bits

windows 7 education edition; the CPU is an Intel(R) Core (TM)
M460 2.53 GHz processor, 2 GB memory. The Java source code
has been uploaded to a public repository in github.com [39].
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TABLE VI
COMPUTATION COST OF THE REGISTRATION PHASE

Fig. 2. Computation cost of registration phase.

A. Computation Complexity

First, we analyzed the computation cost of the registration
phase. Suppose there are n meters and one aggregator, a meter
reports one type of data at a time. For the scheme of Boudia [16],
it requires (3n+ 5)Gmul operations. For the scheme of Fan [17],
it requires 4nGmul, nGadd, and 3nHboperations. For the scheme
of Wang [19], it requires 1Gbp, (n + 3)Gmul and (n + 2)HG

operations. For the proposed scheme, it requires (2n + 3)Gmul

and (3n − 1)Gadd operations, for the Gadd operations, the
first meter computes Rci = (

∑i−1
j=1 Rj −

∑n
j=i+1 Rj −Rx), it

requires (n− 1)Gadd, from the second meter on, it only requires
2Gadd to compute Rci, as Rci = Rc(i−1) +Ri +Ri−1. The
results are listed at Table VI.

Fig. 2 shows the computation cost of registration phase, the
vertical axis indicates the computation time in milliseconds,
the horizontal axis represents n. The computation cost of the
scheme of Wang [19] is less than the proposed scheme. In
their scheme, meters encrypt their electricity consumption data
using the electricity service provider’s public key, while in the
proposed scheme, every meter will be assigned an independent
key to encrypt its electricity consumption data, this requires extra
computation cost. For the scheme of Wang [19], if the electricity
service provider accidentally gets a meter’s encrypted electricity
consumption data, it is able to decrypt the encrypted data using
its private key. However, in the proposed scheme, even if the
utility supplier gets a meter’s encrypted electricity consumption
data, it is unable to decrypt the encrypted data using its private
key.

The computation cost of the schemes of Boudia [16] is higher
than that of the proposed scheme. In their scheme, meters and
the aggregator have to build shared keys, which needs 2nGmul

operation, this requires extra computation cost. Besides, the elec-
tricity consumption data are encrypted by the control center’s
public key, their scheme has the same problem as the scheme of
Wang [19].

For the scheme of Fan [17], the signature scheme they used
at the registration phase requires more computation cost, to
generate the signatures, meters need to conduct nGmul and 2nHb

TABLE VII
METER’S COMPUTATION COST AT AGGREGATION PHASE

Fig. 3. Smart meter’s computation cost at aggregation phase.

TABLE VIII
COMPUTATION COST OF THE VERIFICATION PROCESS

operations, to verify these signatures, the aggregator needs to
conduct nGadd, 2nGmul, and nHb operations.

Second, we compared a meter’s computation cost at aggrega-
tion phase, suppose a meter reports one type of data. For the
scheme of Boudia [16], it requires 4Gmul, 1Gadd, and 1Hb

operations. For the scheme of Fan [17], it requires 4Gmul, 2Gadd,
and 2HG operations. For the scheme of Wang [19], it requires
2Gexp, 1GTmul, 2Gmul, 1Gadd, and 1HG operations. For the
proposed scheme, it requires 1Gbp, 1Gexp, 1GTmul, 1Gmul, and
2HG operations. The results are listed in Table VII.

Fig. 3 shows a meter’s computation cost at aggregation phase,
the vertical axis indicates the computation time in milliseconds,
the horizontal axis represents n. The computation costs of the
other schemes are higher than that of the proposed scheme,
because it costs more time to encrypt a meter’s electricity
consumption data. For the schemes of Boudia [16], a smart
meter encrypts its electricity consumption data using the control
center’s public key, it costs 3 Gmul and 1 Gadd operations. For
the schemes of Fan [17], it costs 3 Gmul, 2 Gadd, and 1 HG

operations. For the scheme of Wang [19], it costs 1 Gmul, 2
GTexp, and 1GTmul operations. While for the proposed scheme,
it requires 1 HG, 1 GTexp, 1 GTmul, and 1 Gbp operations.

Third, we analyzed the message verification process, the
results are shown in Table VIII. As the proposed scheme and
the scheme of Fan [17] use the same verification method, their
computation costs are the same.

Fig. 4 shows the computation cost of the message verifica-
tion process, the vertical axis indicates the computation time
in milliseconds, the horizontal axis represents n. Boudia [16]
used a batch verification method to accelerate the message
verification process, however, there is a potential risk in the
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Fig. 4. Computation cost of signature schemes.

Fig. 5. Computation cost of data aggregation phase I.

batch verification process. The aggregator checks the equation
∑N

i=1 (rij2 ·G) = (
∑N

i=1 uij) ·G+
∑N

i=1 (vij · Pij) holds or
not, if the sum

∑N
i=1 uij is correct, the equation holds, it does

not check the correctness of a singleuij , if an adversary modifies
uij1 anduij2, letuij1 anduij2 to be (uij1 + k1) and (uij2 − k1),
k1 is a random number. The sum

∑N
i=1 uij is the same, the

equation still holds, the aggregator is unable to find out this
situation, which means there is a potential security risk. The
computation cost of the verification processes of Wang [19] is
higher than that of the proposed scheme.

Fourth, we analyzed the computation cost of the aggregation
phase, we compared our scheme with the schemes of Boudia
[16] and Wang [19], as these three schemes can be applied to a
three-layer system. Fig. 5 shows the results. For the scheme
of Boudia [16], a meter encrypts its electricity consumption
data using the control center’s public key, this needs 3Gmul and
1Gadd operations, to decrypt the data, the control center needs to
conduct 1Gmul, 1Gadd operation. This is the main reason their
scheme’s computation cost is higher than that of the proposed
scheme. For the scheme of Wang [19], a meter’s computation
cost is higher than that of the proposed scheme, besides, the
verification process of their scheme needs more computation
time, thus their scheme is not as efficient as the proposed scheme.

The scheme of Fan [17] and the proposed scheme can be
applied to a two-layer system, we compared these two schemes
separately. Fig. 6 shows the computation cost of the aggregation
phase. The two schemes use the same signature scheme, how-
ever, the encryption scheme used in our scheme is more efficient,
thus the proposed scheme is more efficient.

Last, at data aggregation phase, in the schemes of Boudia [16]
and in the proposed scheme, a meter is able to report k types
of data at once, we analyzed the computation costs of these
two schemes separately. For the scheme of Boudia [16], a meter
conducts (2k + 2) Gmul, kGadd, and 1Hb operations, while it

Fig. 6. Computation cost of data aggregation phase II.

TABLE IX
SMART METER’S COMPUTATION COST FOR REPORTING K TYPES OF DATA

Fig. 7. Smart meter’s computation cost for k types of data.

requires 1Gbp, kGexp, kGTmul, 1Gmul, and 1HG operations for
the proposed scheme. The results are shown in Table IX.

Fig. 7 shows a meter’s computation cost for reporting k
types of data, the vertical axis indicates the computation time in
milliseconds, the horizontal axis represents k. The computation
time of the scheme of Boudia [16] is higher than that of the
proposed scheme, because the encryption method they used
costs more computation time. In their scheme, to encrypt k types
of data, it cost (2k+ 1)Gmul and kGadd operations, while in the
proposed scheme, it requires kGTexp, kGTmul, 1HG, and 1Gbp

operations. To decrypt these data, in their scheme, it requires k
Gmul and k Gadd operations, while in the proposed scheme, it
requires k GTmul, 1 HG, and 1 Gbpoperations. The computation
cost of Gmul is higher than the other types of operations, thus
the proposed scheme is more efficient.

Fig. 8 shows the computation time of aggregation phase for k
types of data, when there are 20 smart meters in the system, the
vertical axis indicates the computation time in milliseconds, the
horizontal axis representsk. The computation time of the scheme
of Boudia [16] is higher than that of the proposed scheme, as
we have discussed, the encryption method they used costs more
computation time.

B. Simulation Results

The simulation environments are the same as that mentioned
at the beginning of this section, the scheme of Fan is based on
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Fig. 8. Computation cost of aggregation phase for k types of data.

Fig. 9. Simulation result of data aggregation phase I.

Fig. 10. Simulation result of data aggregation phase II.

type A1 pairings with parameters of equal length as that on type
A pairings.

The schemes of Boudia [16], Wang [19], and the proposed
scheme are simulated. Fig. 9 shows the simulation result, the
advantage of the proposed scheme becomes larger compared
to the analysis for Fig. 5. In Fig. 5, the computation time of
Pollard’s lambda method in G1 or GT are not considered, while
the computation time of Pollard’s lambda method in GT is less
than that in G1, the advantage of the proposed scheme becomes
larger in Fig. 9.

The simulation result of Fan [17] and the proposed scheme for
a two-layer system are shown in Fig. 10, the results are similar
to that of our analysis for Fig. 6. The proposed scheme is more
efficient. When the number of meters grows, the gaps between
the two schemes become larger.

Fig. 11 shows the simulation result of aggregation phase
for k types of data, the number of meters is set to be 20, a
meter’s data is in [0, 1000], the simulation result is similar to
that of our analysis for Fig. 8, the proposed scheme is more
efficient. For the server to get k types of data, it needs to conduct
k Pollard’s lambda operations, thus the gap between the two
schemes becomes larger when the number of types increases.

Fig. 11. Simulation results for k types of data.

Besides, when the number of types grows, the computation cost
of the scheme of Boudia grows more quickly than that of the
proposed scheme, because the computation cost at the meter
side is higher than that of the proposed scheme, which is similar
to the analysis of the computation cost at meter side in Fig. 7.

C. Communication Overhead

In this section, we analyzed the communication cost. Z+
n is

256 bit, an element of G1 is 512 bit, an element of GT is 512
bit. The result of SHA-256 is 256 bit. A timestamp is 32 bit, an
identity is 32 bit. Suppose there are n meters and an aggregator
in the system, a meter reports one type of data at a time.

We first analyzed the communication cost of the registra-
tion phase. For the proposed scheme, the messages between
an aggregator and a meter are {idi, Ri} and {Rci}. The
messages between an aggregator and a utility supplier are
{idj , Rj , RA =

∑n
i=1 Ri} and {Rx}. idi is a 32-bit identity,

Ri, Rci, Rj , RA, Rx are 512-bit elements of G1. The commu-
nication cost is (512 × 2 + 32)n+ 512 × 3 + 32 = 1056n+
1568 bit.

For the scheme of Boudia [16], a meter sends {IDij , Pij}
to an aggregator, the aggregator sends {Pj} back to this meter
and {Pj} to the control center. The control center sends {Yi}
to a meter and {Ycc} to the aggregator. IDij is a 32-bit identity.
Pj , Yi, Ycc, Pij are 512-bit elements of G1. The communication
cost is (512 × 3 + 32)n+ 512 × 2 = 1568n+ 1024 bit.

For the scheme of Fan [17], a meter sends {Yi, αi, βi, γi, IDi}
to an aggregator, Yi and αi are 512-bit elements of G1, βi and γi
are 224-bit moduli of the order. IDi is a 32-bit identity. Besides,
at system initialization phase, an offline trusted third party sends
πi to meter Mi and π0 to the aggregator, π0 and πi are 1024-
bit numbers. The communication cost is (512 × 2 + 224 × 2 +
32)n+ 1024(n+ 1) = 2528n+ 1024 bit.

For the scheme of Wang [19], a meter sends {IDi} to the
system, the system sends {dIDi,W} back to this meter. IDi

is a 32-bit identity, dIDi is a 512-bit element of G1, W is a
512-bit element of GT . Besides, the communication cost for a
collector and an aggregator are both (512 + 32) = 544 bit. The
communication cost is (512 × 2 + 32)n+ 544 × 2 = 1056n+
1088 bit. The results are shown in Fig. 12.

At data aggregation phase, for the proposed scheme, a meter
reports {ci = ci1, Si, ti, idi} to an aggregator. ci1 is a 512-bit
element of GT , Si is a 512-bit element of G1, ti is a 32-bit
timestamp, idi is a 32-bit identity. The communication cost of a
meter to an aggregator is (512 × 2 + 32 × 2) = 1088 bit. The
communication cost of an aggregator to the utility supplier is
1088 bit, too.
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Fig. 12. Communication cost of registration phase.

TABLE X
COMMUNICATION COST OF THE SCHEMES

Fig. 13. Communication cost of aggregation phase.

For the scheme of Boudia [16], a meter reports
{Cij , IDij ,TS, Sij} to an aggregator, Cij = (rij1 ·G, rij1 ·
Y1 +Mij1), rij1 ·G and (rij1 · Y1 +Mij) are 512-bit elements
of G1, Sij = (rij2 ·G, zij), rij2 ·G is a 512-bit element of G1,
zij is a 224-bit modulus of the order. TS is a 32-bit timestamp,
IDij is a 32-bit identity. The communication cost from a meter
to an aggregator is (512 × 3 + 224 + 32 × 2) = 1824 bit. The
communication cost from an aggregator to the utility supplier is
1824 bit, too.

For the scheme of Fan [17], a meter reports {CTi, σi, idi}
to an aggregator, CTi and σi are 512-bit elements of G1, idi is
a 32-bit identity. The communication cost from a meter to an
aggregator is (512 × 2 + 32) = 1056 bit.

For the scheme of Wang [19], a meter reports
{CTi = (gri , gmi

T ∗Wi), Vi, Ti, idi} to an aggregator, gri

and Vi are 512-bit elements of G1, gmi

T ∗Wi is a 512-bit
element of GT . Ti is a 32-bit timestamp, idi is a 32-bit identity.
The communication cost from a meter to an aggregator is
(512 × 3 + 32 × 2) = 1600 bit. The communication cost from
an aggregator to the utility supplier is 1600 bit, too.

The results are shown in Table X and Fig. 13. For scheme of
Fan [17], a meter does not send a timestamp to an aggregator,
thus their communication cost is 32 bit less than ours, however,
this requires the meter and the aggregator to keep their time
consistent, even if there is one-millisecond error, the aggregator
will not get the exact electricity consumption data. Compared to
the scheme of Wang [19], a meter reports one more element of
G1 in their scheme than the proposed scheme. In the scheme of

Fig. 14. Communication cost for k types of data.

TABLE XI
SECURITY FEATURES

Boudia [16], a signature is one element of G1 and a modulus of
the order, while in the proposed scheme, a signature is only one
element of G1, besides, the encrypted electricity data are two
512-bit elements of G1 in their scheme, while in the proposed
scheme, the encrypted result is one 512-bit element of GT .

For the scheme of Boudia [16] and the proposed scheme, a
meter is able to report k types of data at a time, we analyzed the
these two schemes separately. The result is shown in Fig. 14.

For the scheme of Boudia [16], a meter sends
{Cij , IDij ,TS, Sij} to an aggregator, Cij = (rij1 ·G, rij1 ·
Y1 +Mij1, rij1 · Y2 +Mij2, . . . , rij1 · Yl +Mijl, ), rij1 ·G
and (rij1 · Y1 +Mij1, rij1 · Y2 +Mij2, . . . , rij1 · Yl +Mijl)
are 512-bit elements of G1. Sij = (rij2 ·G, zij), rij2 ·G is a
512-bit element ofG1, zij is a 224-bit modulus of the order.TS is
a 32-bit timestamp, IDij is a 32-bit identity. The communication
cost is 512(k + 1) + 512 + 224 + 32 + 32 = 512k + 1312 bit.

For the proposed scheme, a smart meter sends {ci, Si, ti, idi}
to an aggregator. ci = (ci1, ci2, .., cik) are 512-bit elements
of GT . Si is a 512-bit element of G1, ti is 32-bit time-
stamp, idi is a 32-bit identity. The communication cost is
512k + 512 + 32 + 32 = 512k + 576 bit.

VII. SECURITY FEATURE COMPARISON

We compared all the schemes under different metrics, the
results are shown in Table XI.

A. Dynamic Join and Dynamic Leave

The proposed scheme supports dynamic join and dynamic
leave, which are two necessary features for the smart grid
scenario, as it is common to add a new meter to the grid or to
remove a broken meter from the grid. However, for the scheme
of Fan [17], once the system is deployed, it is unable to add or
to remove a smart meter from the system.
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B. Meter Replacement

If a meter is broken, we need to replace it with a new one,
for the proposed scheme, we can replace the broken one with a
new one in two steps, first, remove the broken meter from the
system, second, add a new meter to the system, the system will
still work correctly. For the scheme of Fan [17], their scheme
does not support meter replacement, once a meter is broken, the
system fails to work correctly.

C. Failure Recovery

For the scheme of Fan [17], if a meter fails to work normally,
the utility supplier is unable to get the total consumption data,
and their scheme does not provide a failure recovery procedure,
while in the proposed schemes, even if one or some of the
meters fail to work normally, the system can be recovered, either
by conducting dynamic leave procedure or dynamic leave and
dynamic join procedures together.

D. Flex Structure

In the scheme of Wang [19], a meter’s electricity consumption
data is encrypted using the control center’s public key, the control
center is able to get a meter’s consumption data if it gets the
encrypted data accidentally, thus there has to be an aggregator
to add all meters’ encrypted electricity data before they are sent
to the utility supplier, which means their scheme can only be
applied to a three-layer system. For the proposed scheme, a
meter is assigned an independent key to encrypt the encrypted
electricity consumption data, the encrypted data can be sent to
the utility supplier directly, as the utility supplier is unable to get
a single smart meter’s electricity consumption data with its key,
the proposed scheme can be applied to a two-layer or three-layer
system.

E. Collusion Attack and Eavesdrop Attack

In the scheme of Boudia [16], a meter’s electricity consump-
tion data are encrypted using the control center’s public key,
if the aggregator and the control center collude, the aggregator
sends a meter’s encrypted electricity consumption data to the
control center, the control center is able to get the meter’s
electricity consumption data using its private key. Besides, if
the control center accidentally gets a meter’s encrypted elec-
tricity consumption data by eavesdropping, it is able to get the
electricity consumption data. The scheme of Wang [19] has the
same problem.

F. Private Key Leakage Problem

In the scheme of Boudia [16], a part of the signature is
zij = r−1

ij2(H(D) + aijr), if the adversary accidentally learns
the session empirical information rij2, it is able to get a meter’s
private key aij , which means there is a private key leakage
problem.

G. Private Key Privacy

In the scheme of Wang [19], the private keys of the meters,
the collector and the electricity service provider are generated by
the system, the system knows the private keys of these entities.
The information encrypted using their public keys is transparent

to the system. While in the proposed scheme, the key pairs are
generated by the entities themselves.

H. Batch Verification Problem

As we discussed in Section VI-A, the batch verification pro-
cess of Boudia [16] is not secure.

After comparison, we can get the conclusion that the proposed
scheme has more security features and is more flexible, while it
is more efficient in computation cost and communication cost.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this article, we introduced an elliptic curve-based scalable
smart meter electricity consumption data aggregation scheme,
the proposed scheme is scalable, which allows the dynamic join
and dynamic leave of smart meters, when some meters fail to
work, it is relatively easy to replace them with new ones. In
addition, the proposed scheme enables a meter to report multiple
types of data at a time, while the utility supplier is unable to
learn a single smart meter’s real-time electricity consumption
data. We also analyzed the security features of the schemes, it
turns out that the proposed scheme can resist various attacks.
Our simulation results show that the proposed scheme is more
effective.
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